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Comment
For the past three years, Dialogue has been
attempting to establish itself as a viable journal
on the Calvin campus. Since its inception in
1968 as a replacement for the literary journal,
Loci, three successive Dialogue editors have
struggled to gain the acceptance of the college
community for this "step-child" publication.
Overshadowed by the well-established Chimes
organization, burdened with an unwieldy organizational set-up, and unsure of its own identity,
Dialogue has sometimes seemed less than a notable success.
While hoping to preserve what is usable from
Dialogue 's recent past, this year's staff will be
introducing several changes in the form and content of the journal. These changes reflect the
thinking of the staff · concerning the role that
Dialogue should play in the Calvin community.
As you have no doubt noticed by now, Dialogue has acquired an editorial personality. We
are · introducing a regular section, called "Comment," in which we will publish signed editorials. "Comment" is open to the entire community; it will be used, ajso, on a regular basis,
by the staff of Dialogue. The purpose of "Comment" is to open areas of concern for discussion in the pages of Dialogue. The editorials will
be, hopefully, provocative and open-ended; they
are intended to help Dialogue fulfil its function
as a forum for expression and opinion at Calvin.
Dialogue in the past has attempted to play
the role of an anthology rather than a journal.
It has presented itself as a set of blank pages to
be filled by Calvin students and faculty with
opinion, controversy, and art. However desirable
this methodology might seem in principle, the
past experiments with Dialogue prove, we think,
that opinion, controversy, and creativity do not
occur consistently in a vacuum; they require
some sort of context. We hope to create this
context by printing editorials that stimulate and
encourage response from all viewpoints.
Dialogue plans to appear on a regularly scheduled ba~is this year, with seven issues appearing
at monthly intervals ·from October to April.
This procedure requires that we put ourselves
on a regular printing schedule, which, of course,
means deadlines for us as well as for the
printer. Our schedule necessitates that we be
more aggressive in soliciting material, and ·m ore
insistent that articles be received on time. But
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only in this way can we insure that the widest
possible range of opinions on a significant number of topics will be represented In Dialogue.
We hope to maintain a healthy balance
among a variety of genres this year. We will be
soliciting and printing polemic and scholarly
articles; satire and cartoons; poetry, fiction, and
reproductions of art and photography; essayreviews of all the arts and media. This list is
not exhaustive; feel free to suggest or submit
additional genres to the staff.
For those who wish to submit scholarly articles or papers o( a technical nature, we would
suggest that some consideration be given to the
interests and capacities of the Dz'alogue readership. What is interesting and comprehensible to
a 400-level seminar is not necessarily accessible
to the rest of us, although in most cases, some
judicious editing and rewriting may make it so.
Although we are eager to consider and publish
papers of a scholarly nature, D£alogue cannot
afford to be merely a bulletin-board _w here we
hang up our "A" papers; it is a journal for the
entire community.
We are initiating some changes in the appearance of the magazine, as you have probably
noted already. We hope that the soft covers and
the more fluid . format and design we are using,
together with the freedom to experiment which
has always been characteristic of D£alogue, will .
make the journal interesting and readable.
D£alogue is a publication which attempts to
combine student and faculty effort, not only in
the articles which are solicited, but in the operation of the journal itself. An integration . of
student-faculty effort in a project of this sort is
not an easy task; but hopefully, our efforts to
achieve such an integration will be reflected in a
better balance between · student and faculty writings in the magazine itself.
·D£alogue is at Calvin to serve as a forum for
expression, controversy, and creativity among
students, faculty, and all those who are related
to the Calvin academic community. With your
support, we can function as a reflection of, and
a stimulant for, this community.
l•l
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A Tooth for a Tooth
by Miriam Timmerman
The paper that showed my picture called it mac, mac,
macabre. That's right, macabre. But mother thinks it
injustice that anything happened to me. She wouldn't care
except for the neighbors, the reporters, and the papers.
She's screaming, but I'm perfectly calm. An eye for an eye,
a tooth for a tooth, a fist for a fist-at least that's what
everyone has always taught me. Live by the Good Book. I
live by the Good Book. Justice, that is-like David and
Goliath, Samson and the Philistines. The judges called me
unjust. No~ they give me justice. There is a confusion of
term~, I think. But there always is confusion, especially on
Washington Avenue, named after George Washington, the
· fighter for liberty. We fought, too, for liberty. in the alley
back of Washington-Turk, Mary, Joni, and me, and now
we're all macabre.
The alley is the neighborhood dump. When the trashmen
. do~ 't come we cart the garbage over t·o t_he alley for the
neighbors for a nickle a trip. It isn't good pay, but they
won't give us more, and money, well money means
something. Ugly Mr. Simon throws the cat guts there, too.
He is the butcher and looks like the sausage that he uses the
cats for. I wouldn't have known, but I saw him catch one
one night and skin it. I always wondered why there were
never any cats on our block. It's bad, especially summer,
because the rats get thick. Now we got rats, but we can kill
them. In spring we have contests to see who can kill the
most rats in two minutes. I almost always win. They are so
ugly. I step on their tails and beat them over the head w-ith
an old coke bottle until the yellow starts pussing out. In
summer it's no use even trying 'cause they sprout like ants
out of a crack.
Besides being a restaurant for rats, the alley is a hang out
for us. It runs back of the old Presbyterian church and a
row of apartment buildings on one side and some more
apartments and some stores, including Mr. Simon's on the
other. It is a ·regular city back there with all the back doors
and cracks and fences and cans and stacks of garbage. At
first all the kids just goofed off back there, but soon we
st~rted splitting up and fighting for the alley. I tag along
with Turk and Bailey. Turk is in ninth grade and is bigger
than the rest of the kids. He lets me stay in the alley with
him and Bailey 'cause he says I am a "spunky kid." Mary
Bell and Joni Marten are my friends, I guess, so Turk lets
them in the alley, too. The other kids are afraid of Turk
and nobody ever beats him. Fuzz and Carter and Carter's
brother s~mmy always try to sneak past our guard, but
they ~evei make it.
We used to just play in the alley after school, but lately
Joni and Mary Bell and I always cut through the alley to get
home. It isn't that much shorter than going around the
block, but every time we walk past the Church Mr Veen·,
the preacher, is there, waiting for us . "Why don't you come
to Bible School or to our Wednesday night meeting," he
4

says. He keeps on bugging us every day. "Come to our
meetings. There is a lot to do and we become good
friends." One day I really got sick of it and went, mainly
because Tailor Krane told me they had cake and ice cream
there. Might know, they had cookies and Kool-aid the night
I caine. It was a bore, too.
·
So after that I always made Joni and Mary Bell cut through the alley with me. It is fun, especially since Turk
and Bailey are always there anyway. But Wednesday Turk
wasri't there. I remember hearing a rumor that he got
picked up. I didn't believe it. They could never nail
anything on Turk.
I was taking my time walking home from. school when
Joni and Mary stumbled up to me bawling.
·
"Shut ·up you guppies!" I yelled.
"Fuzz and Carter got the alley," Mary whined back.
"Oh, no," I thought, "Maybe Turk really did get picked
up." Turk and Bailey always .held the alley from that
sneaky Carter for us.
"Now we'll have to go around," sobbed Mary Bell.
"Well, we'll go in anyway;'' I said.
"No, Corey," whimpered Mary Bell. I gave her one of . .
those looks. I have this · pride thing-never back down. It
wouldn't be bad going· aroun,d the block, but we always
took the alley and I wasn't about ready to let Fuzz and
Carter stop me.
"Come on, you bawl cats." I was angry. How did I ever
get stuck with two drip-drops like these.
"What will we do if they stop us?" asked Joni. "You
know they beat up Lily pretty tough." ·
Now I hadn't really thought that far. After all, Turk and
Bailey were always there. I didn't like the idea of facing
Fuzz and Carter with these two sob-sobs hanging on my
back, and I liked even less the idea of facing them alone.
"They wouldn't dare touch us," I boasted.
That's what I thought. By the time we ·got out of the
alley I had a black eye, a . bloody lip, and about ten
thousand holes in my shirt. Joni and Mary Bell weren't as
bad off. Of course they didn'~ fight as hard, either. I always

We carve grey velvet fog with blunted knives
The stain soaked tin is impotent to slice
nightshadow
We.grasp coarse blinding road with failing hands
Frail gripping fingers knuckle first to smash
walled air
_We climb for ever shadow never rock
Dead hollow screaming silent throats
cry
Gordon Bordewyk

thought Carter and Fuzz had this thing against me. They had
nails like rats teeth and they use them. I was mad. Really
mad. Clothes weren't so cheap that I could let them wreck
them. And I didn't care for the black eye and bloody lip
very much either. My old lady gave me a hard time, too.
She gave me a whipping and said, "You're no better than
those filthy rats." She wouldn't give me supper either.
I was hungry .and tired and ready to cry even though I
wasn't going to be a water baby like Joni or Mary Bell. I
walked down Washington Avenue a ways sniffing the air.
Time to cart the garbage over to the alley. The trashmen
must have forgotten our block again . I threw myself down
on the curb, moping. All this trouble ... but it was
principle. I wouldn't let them keep the alley without a
fight. Everyone always told me that-you got to fight for
everything. And believe me I did.
I looked up at the roar of a cycle bombing down the
street. "Turk!" I jumped up as he skidded to a stop. "What
a bike, Turk. Where did ya get it? Wow!"
He leaned back on his seat and grinned in his superior
way, "Oh I have· ways of getting the things I want." He
patted the side of his bike, then turned to me. "Well, how's
my favorite rat killer?"
.
I dropped my eyes and pouted. "Not so good." I glanced
up again.
"Where the heck did you get that eye?"
"You weren't.in the alley, Turk." I soon blurted out the
whole story about Fuzz and Carter and the fight. "I really
hit that stuffy Carter, but good," I finished.
."Good girl, but we won't let them get away with that."
Joni and Mary · Bell ran up to us, talking both at once
about the_motor bike and then the alley. "Turk, it was
awful," mumbled Mary Bell. "Why weren't you there?"
Turk didn't like questions, especially that kirid ~f a
question. He smirked and said, "Oh, sorry to disappoint
you luv, but I was busy getting my new wheels a_t the
time." Turk had class.
It was then that Sammy came sashaying down .the street.
, He was Carter~s kid brother and a real blow bag. "Hear you
got whupped tqday," he hollered at me. He had buck teeth
like a rat and his hair was stringy.
I stuck out my tongue and raised my fist. I remembered

......

seeing Sammy hiding behind' a garbage heap while Fuzz and
Carter tried to get me down. He was like garbage, food for a
rat. I hated_ him. Turk nudged me and whispered, "Shall we
get him?" I started running after Sammy and grabbed his
hair. Turk caught his arms and twisted them ·behind his
back.
"Hey, what you guys doing?" he screamed. Turk twisted
his arm and he yelped. I made a face at him and hit him in
the stomach. He groaned. Mary Bell and Joni hit him, too.
Turk pulled his arm up tighter.
"Bloody sucker." I pulled his hair. "You garbage eating
rat." He started whining and begging to be let go. I pointed
to my eye. "Think we'll let you go," I taunted. We hit him
some more.
'~Let's take him to the alley," exclaimed Mary Bell. That
was the first time that I ever liked an idea of Mary Bell's.
We dragged him over to th.e alley. It was darker now and
the stench of rot hit my stomach. The moldy potato peels
squished under our feet .and the rats, braver in the dark .
brushed at our toes. I saw the outline of a big one run in
front of me·. I pulled Sammy's hair again and whispered,
"~ss the rat you stinking garbage you. Kiss the rat. Kiss
the rat." Mary Bell and Joni started chanting too, "Kiss the
rat. Kiss the rat." Turk just sat and grinned playing with
both of Sammy's arms. It was crazy fun. We <;:aught a rat
and let it nibble Sammy's hair. I think it bit him too. "Kiss
the rat. Kiss the rat." We made him eat some of Mr
Simon's cat guts. "Kiss the rat. Kiss the rat." Every once in
a while we gave him a good sock. He' started turning red,
then blue, and then real white. "Kiss tlie rat. Kiss the rat."
Finally he· went all limp like a gushy banana. Turk dropped
him and Mary Bell and Joni stood back.
"What's the matter? Get up, you fool, or I'll kill ya," I
shouted.
Turk looked at me like I were a cop or something. "Shut
up," he hissed.
"Sure, Turk, but ... "
~"I said shut up."
Sammy was still lying there.
"Forget that you ever saw me tonight. That goes for you
too;" he said to Joni and Mary Bell. They just cowered
together. "I mean-it," he whispered. "If any of you tell that
I was even around this neighborhood tonight, I'll throw you
into a room full of rats and let them eat you, bit by bit."
"We won't tell, Turk. Honest, we won't tell," I said.
He leaned back on his heels, look~d at me and .smiled.
"Yeah;" he said. "You're a great kid. I know you won't
tell." He tapped me on the head, smiled again and walked
away.
"Bye, Turk," I called. I turned around and looked at Joni
and Mary Bell. "You hear him," I warned.
"Yes," answered Mary Bell.
We went home. The cops didn't come until next
morning. I guess Mr Veen had seen us coming out qf the
~lley that night. He didn't see Turk, though.
I
Mary Bell and Joni played really dumb. They cried and
said they really didn't know what happened. How stupid.
We were just giving an eye for an eye. Even Mr Veen could
tell that. But I guess he isn't as interested in what the Good
Book says as he is in becoming good friends .

s

- _Adams Street for the Aged

Over a hill
from my house
lies a concrete steel glass box
containing a goodly number
of older people
·
Sometimes like ancient
grey mouses they creep
from their box_
to the A & P across the street
for a piece of cheese
I guess.

Thomas Konyndyk
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For Grandmother

six holes for a window
slant sun
on iron-haired
grandmother
She wore blue print silk
_every day after
coming home
a washer woman red
hand bulging with knotted veins
dusty floor-burned knees pu fly
over tight tied Mrs. Andover's cast-off hose.
now the red imprint
covered by blue
she smiles her grey light
softened by shadow
Miriam Timmerman
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The Core Curriculum and the
Fragmentation of Education
Specialization as a means to a
coherent liberal a rts education

by R icha rd P rins
Two years ago students were writing about education at
Calvin College. Last year no one wrote on education in
Dialogue or in Chimes, even though Lectureship Council
offerings centered around· education in a time of crisis.
One purpose of this article, then, is simply to get us ·
talking and writing agai~. Further, I hope to provoke
some action. My contention is also simple: the Core
program must go. It must go because it is an unsound
and unworkable fusion of general education and the
disciplines.
The concept of general education was developed and
. implemented _in the first decades of this century at .such
prestigious schools as Chicago and Columbia. Educational leaders at these schools argued that the renaissance ideal of education, the "universal man" learned in
all fields, was no longer a valid or even possible ideal.
The amount and variety of knowledge had become so
great, they claimed, that no man could hope to master
it. They proposed a new ideal, one of graduating students broadly learned in the culture of man. This they
thought best accomplished by requiring survey courses
in the various branches of the humanities; these courses
were the heart of general education. But distributions of
work were required in the sciences and other disciplines
as well. The whole aimed to acquaint students at a
meaningful level with the main products of civilization,
with the best that has been said and thought.
.
In 1920 this was perhaps possible. But today general
education has become untenable, and for the very same
reason that the renaissance ideal became impossible. The
expansion of knowledge has accelerated so rapidly, especially in the sciences, that colleges do not graduate any
broadly learned students. Instead they have been graduating students who have taken courses m many areas,
and who therefore know that these areas exist, but do
not know enough in any of them (except their major)
to discuss them intelligently or read about them with
comfort, surene~s, aq.d enjoyment.
.Calvin's curriculum has historically followed that of
the University of Michigan, where an offspring of general education is still basic . to the curriculum. At Michigan there are a certain number of courses required in
several basic areas such as history, literature, social institutions, and science. These courses are offered within
the various disciplines, but the framework is very loose

due to the large number of courses that can fill the
requirements.
Calvin College has taken this sort of curriculum and
modified it in two important ways. They have made the
disciplinary framework a vigorous and logically coherent
one. They have also sought to carry on education at
Calvin through the lens of Christian faith. No longer do
the authors of the curriculum study (Christian Liberal
Arts Education, herafter called CLAE), from which our
. present curriculum originates, speak primarily of gaining
-a broad understanding of culture. Rathe~, they speak of
faith and learning. They discuss the relationship of the
biblical revelation to the methodologies, presuppositions,
and place of the disciplines (pp 59, 60).
The Core at Calvin, then, ·is not meant . to be an
introduction to civilization. It is something more esoteric, that ·is, a theoretically and rationally organized
introduction to the human scheme of knowledge _and its
relation to our Christian faith. It attempts to do with
the disciplines what general . education attempted with
civilization.
But while the original general education programs
could be successful, the Core as envisioned in CLAE
never had a chance. The Core was, and still is, educationally insolvent and pedagogically impossible.
The Core is educationally insolvent because the current sort of general education cannot be transferred into
a general study of the disciplines in an equivalent number of courses. The authors of CLAE and the faculty in
their footsteps thought it could.
·
They were wrong. An introductory survey course for
the non-major and a discipline are quite opposite creatures. Survey courses have no time or use for the
-elaborate apparatus a discipline employs. Disciplines cannot even be taug}:l.t in one course. The idea of survey
includes the notion of distance: we survey things_fro~ a
distance. In the disciplines, however, we learn to scrutinize . And you cannot scrutinize the French Revolution in
three class peri.ods.
It is of course true that we must start somewhere :
But it is wrong to stop right after we begin. To think
that a tour of the disciplines in fifteen courses is worth
the · time or the money simply does not show good
judgment; nor does it show a good understanding of
what is educationally sound. 1
·
The · results of poor thinking are apparent throughout
the Core Program,. but especially in introductory
courses. These are the courses CLAE emphasizes in its
review of what each department 'should offer to fulfill
Core requirements. 2 These are courses which are pedagogically impossible; they cannot fill the expectations
CLAE has for them.
continued on p8
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· The authors of CLAE become quite specific about
the expected outcome of this type of study. They hope
each student will learn the more significant results of
the major disciplines, including a consideration of the
moral value judgments involved and a religious perspective . of the material under examination. Further, they
hope each ·student will learn to make these evaluations
upon all of life: They · expect that each student will
learn to some extent the methodologies of the disciplines, so he will understand the ''nature· of the discipline itself." Finally, they hope each student will a_cquire an understanding of the different historical and
spiritual approaches to the course material (pp 61, 62).
Examples of the college's failure to stuff core courses
with all these desiderata are numerous. One I know
from experience, however, is that of Physics 110. First,
we studied selected formulations of Newtonian physics,
· which in the l 920's would have been enough. Then we
studie4 modern physics for a few weeks because the old
physics is invalid, really, except as an ·approximation.
· But the n_ew physics is much harder to .grasp; consequently we did not get very far. And such important
offshoots as astronomy and geology were never mentioned.
· There was nothing of methodology but a restatement
of the "scientific method." We gained not the foggiest
notion of the "nature of the discipline itself." And if
we have learned the general effects of Newtonian and
modern physics on the ·world and life view of society, it
was not in Physics 110. The ultimate failure, however,
was that we did not gain an adequate base from which
to enjoyably read about physics and its effects in maga. zines such ~s Scientific American.
Physics 110 and other courses like it fail in their
task not only in what is not- covered but in the scurrying manner in which the topics which are discussed are
treated. English 200 is a prime example. It is supposed
to be a study of forms and genres with .selected readings. Hopefully, since it is the terminal English course
for many students, it endeavors to develop in students a
critical insight and educated appreciation of literature.
But so ma.ny genres and forms and individual works and
periods and schools are covered that nothing of significance is accomplished.
The word significance is important. It should mean
something which produces· a lasting change in the intellectual and discerning powers of a student. I do not
mean that a student should be able to lecture on
· imagery in the one Donne sonnet he studied for two
weeks in English 200, but rather that he should be able
to read all of Donne's ·sonnets at a level of insight of
which he was incapable formerly.
It is not good that most Core · courses must serve
both as introductions and terminations to the exposure
of many students in a particular discipline. It becomes
an impossible task when these courses must also survey
the subject area, give an account of the discipline's
methodologies, and evaluate the whole broth in terms of
our Christian faith.
Besides these weaknesses, nearly all students take
8
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Core courses in such, a helter-skelter fashion that the
rational ·organization and orderly · sequence of Core
courses contained in the back of the original typewritten version of CLAE is totally lost. 3 Students cannot be expected to integrate the pieces of such a disparate agglomeration of courses. A vision of the web of
knowledge and its shiny strands is never had (p 68).
The net effect, however, of fifteen Core courses is a
more weighty indication that the Core is not significant.
Far too many students ·at graduation write no better than
when they started college, they can no longer read
a foreign language, they cannot do physics problems or
talk about mathematical sets, their knowledge of any
kind of history is vague, · and so on down the line.
· Calvin has · acquainted students with many disciplines,
but at graduation they can . no longer or still cannot
function in any of them except their concentration.
There are two solutions to the . failure of general or
extens1ve education at Calvin. Either the college must
sharply delimit the expectations of extensive education,
or it must change the curriculum to better fulfill its
avowed expectations.
The first route will involve two factors. One is
throwing out any hope of surveying subject areas or
disciplines. The other is asserting · the importance of
viewing these courses as terminations instead of as introductions. English 200, for instance, will no longer involve many works, periods, and genres. Rather, it will
seek to inculcate an educated sensitivity to literature by
studying intensively a small number of fine works. Students will be able to see in clear light what elements
make great literature great.
The object of a whole Core along these lines will be
to give students the ability to enjoy informal study in
many areas. In some disciplines, such as English, this
will require giving students critical tools for further
work. In others, the natural sciences for instance, the
learning of tools is not practical. Instead students will
read · broadly and deeply in books for the layman, so
that what they read in national magazines and journals
will be coherent and worthwhile.
This solution is better than the present Core in that
the requirements made of Core courses would not be as

conflicting. But it does nothing to · improve the quality
.feels the tug of related fields. It is also true that feeling
of general education. For that reason it is not really an
the inter-relatedness of all knowledge in this very conacceptable solution.
.
crete manner is more beneficial than taking a course in
The second solution is. a rather simple one. Also, it
each of the major disciplines.
rests 'on the strengths of the disciplines and the comThe concentration curriculum will also be of assismitment of the Calvin faculty to the disciplinary view.
tanc~ in achieving the more specific goals discussed in
First, the college should drop all Core requirements. The
CLAE and outlined earlier in this article. The authors of
Core at Calvin, as the disciplinary equivalent of general ·
CLAE are in complete agreement with this point, for
.education, is dead-wood; it i~ not really disciplinary at
immediately after their exposition . of these goals they ·
all . .
write: "This intensive study [concentration in one disciIn order to actually make education at Calvin an
pline] will have fundamentally the same aims as those
education in the disciplines, I propose that the following
we · have given for the extensive study. In this field of
rules be instituted in place of the Core. Fir.st, each
concentration, however, the student can achieve these
student must take a minimum of six courses in three
. same aims mo;e fully, -more intensively, with more dedifferent disciplines, and a minimum of t~n in one
. tail,, (p 62).
other. Each ·student must *o follow a very elementary
Any curriculum- change set forth for a college must
distribution. At least one of these concentrations must
continued on plO
be in the natural sciences and one must be in a foreign
language or in a , combination English rhetoric/literature
.sequence. 4
falling out of as i have fallen 011t of
This proposal capitalizes on the fact that concentration is the only proper method ·of uti~izirig the discithere is something as attractive
plines. Further, it eliminates the necessity of shallow
introductory surveys and the . frustration of designing a
·as a dogs wet tongue
proper terminal course. It guarantees that students will ' . about my old home town
study on a meaningful level. A highly important aspect
of this proposal is that it allows · students the greatest
it is comfortable to sit with
possible freedom while at the same time ensuring they
a couple of visitors
will experience a most significant education. Finally, the
- proposal prevents excessive narrowness by requiring all
students to . concentrate in the two areas most basic to
from that place to this, and
the modern world-the natural sciences and the ability ·
recount
LI
to communicate.s
.
The concentration currict;1lum will also be a better
our exploits with the pigeons
step . than the present Core · towards achievement of
in
the park;
·
CLAE's goals for . extensive edu.cation. The authors of
CLAE have defended their concept of general education
in two ways. For one, they argue that "the Christian
ana-the warm leaves braiding themselves into wings
community cannot be a genuine community unless there
in the for est preserve
is understanding among its members at various levels of
insight,, (p 68). Requiring four concentrations will enwe could have escaped
sure what · the present Core cannot-that the level of
the/i, if we
'/"
insight achieved by graduating seniors will be measurably
different .from their native level of insight.
In another mode · of defense, the authors· of CLAE
had wished it, but w~
argue that the branches · of knowledge cannot ,~e adewaited instead
quately · understood in isolation, and that knowledge is a
· web whose strands must be identified . if distortion and
to grow out of it, as ve,nus
error are to be avoided. It should be clear that the Core
and student registration patterns have the effect of makwaited to burst forth
ing the goal implied in this defense unattainable.
out of the sea, so have we co~e
The proposed curriculum, however; will help students '
from
that place
achieve this goal. A student concentrating in biology,
French, hi~tory~ and political sd.ence, for example, will
to this,
easily develop an interest in botany and certain areas of ·
with
the taste of salt
chemistry, in the other romance languages, in several
eras of history and perhaps the philosophy of -history,
still lingering in our
cind in economics and certain facets. of sociology. I say
easily . because a person who has concentrated and
mouths.
amassed enough knowledge to "be somewhere,, soon
Robert Swets
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take into account several requirements. I have attempted
in the last paragraphs to demonstrate that this proposal
will achieve the aims of the college more fully than the
pr~sent curriculum does. 6 But it must also be demonstrated that a concentration curriculum will weather the
problem areas of curdculum change and usage.
One of these requirements is that the new curriculum
not upset existing college divisions (departments) too
radically; this includes student distribution. The curriculum change to the 4-1-4 has produced student · population shifts. The race · fo the . sociology and psychology
departments . cannot, of course, be attributed to the
change. Bu-t the diminution of the foreign language department student loads surely can be.
The concentration curriculum I have proposed will
both reverse this trend and help provide healthy balances between departments. The one basic requirement
of work in the sciences and in language studies ·will
ensure that these two important but somewhat neglected
areas get a fai r quota. The policy of limiting class size,
especially in the sociology and psychology departments
. will help overworked professors do better educational
justice to the students they have. 7
A further way in which the concentration curriculum
. will promote healthy diversity and balance is by th·e
moderate number of electives contained in it. Most students will have eight electives, which they can use if
needed while looking for the disciplines they want to
concentrate in . The various departments will naturally
benefit. But an especially important advantage is that
students will take all courses either as a major or as an
elective: In fact, there will be no single course which
any student must take; and no compulsion, hence, a
greater amount of desire to learn.
I cannot emphasize the advantage of this situation
enough. Professors as well as students know what a bore
most · Core courses are. They know, too, how much
more interest there is when students are present by
their own choice.
A final role the new curriculum could play in this
whole area is that of promoting better teaching. Under
a free system students will naturally be attracted to the
better teachers; nonchalant teaching will decrease, or
perhaps those teachers will be out of a job.
The professional education program is another problem area under the current setup. There are certain
minimum state require men ts which must be filled by
the education curriculum. Currently, elementary education students must complete either a departmental major
(8.5 courses) or group concentration (10.5 courses), a
minor or "planned program" of six courses, _and eight
courses of professional training. When the general graduation requirements not covered by these three sectors
are added, almost every such student finds himself with
a very tight program.
Under the proposed curriculum some concessions
must be made to students choosing a group concentration consisting neither of a science . nor of a language.
This is quite a difficult program, and I will outline it
with the concessions.
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First, the concentrations in science and language
studies add up to twelve courses, though each can be
reduced by one course, for a total of ten. The group
concentration can be reduced from sixteen courses
(equivalent to a major and one six-course concentration)
to fourteen courses, which is 3 .5 above the present
minimum. Add the education courses and the figures
stand at thirty-two courses. Of the six courses in · the
planned program, three or four can be met from the
required science and language concentrations and the
other two from the excess courses beyond minimum in
the group concentration. Since interims will be freely
applicable to concentration totals, the thirty-two courses
of the whole program will leave students · with four
completely unattached electives.
Secondary education could be a very easy program,
or it could be quite tight. If a student majors in one of
the basic requirements and minors in another, his program will be twenty-four courses, leaving a free concentration and six electives. However, a student• neither
majoring nor minoring in one of the required concentrations will find himself saddled with a thirty-six course
program.
For such students reductions can be made in the two
basic areas. Still, this particular program will, unhappily, be
a tight one. It ·must be pointed out, though, that the great
majority of education students will have more electives
under the concentration curriculum than they have under
the Core. All education students will have a less structured
program.
The education department receives more complaints
than all the other departments put together. I am not sure
whether weaknesses in the department or the type of
student going into education are important factors. I am
certain, though, that the extreme tightness of the education
programs is a ·major factor. The proper way to solve this
problem is to make the normal teacher education curriculum into a five-year program, similar to · other professional programs like engineering, architecture, and f~restry.

The main reason education has not been turned into a
five year program is student pressure. In the past everybody
needed teachers. If Calvin had changed to a five year
program, the college would have lost many students to less
rigorous colleges and universities. The job situation if far
different today; prospective teachers need the best educa- ·
tion they can get. Calvin can and should now make the
effort of graduating teachers who know their subject well
and who have a full liberal arts background. It is also true
that under the concentration curriculum more education
students might be inclined to major in the sciences and ·
languages than if education were to be a four year program.
A five year program will remove these pressures.
Most pre-professional programs can be easily accommo_dated under the proposed curriculum. All four-year pro-_
grams such as pre-medical and pre-seminary can retain the
elements important for the professional degree and drop
the Core trappings.
Some of the three-year progra~ns present problems.
Pre-engineering, for instance, is a very strenuous program
that is closely linked to the_ final two years at another
school. Thus, wholesale changes at Calvin might result in an
incoherent total program. Studies will have to be conducted
concerning whether other institutions will allow those
non-professional courses which still must be taken to ·be
completed along the lines of Calvin's new curriculum.
· In describing the concentration curriculum, I have quite
often employed the future tense without the slightest
expectation that the proposal will actually be accepted for
the whole college. ·I do hope, however, that the college will
allow students the choice of graduating under the present
system or under the proposed concentration curriculum.
The college has nothing to lose except a painful hangover
from general education. It has much to gain, including a
truer realization of the kind of education its faculty wants
to give.

1 The axiom that a good teacher can teach with the worst
curriculum while a poor teacher will ruin the best curriculum is
particularly true at Calvin, where we have a poor curriculum.
Speaking for myself, I must say, though, that the fine teaching I
received in Core courses does not match the fine teaching I have
gotten in my concentration. Large class size and the nature of the
course limits professors when they teach introductory surveys.
2 CLAE reads: "It should also be noted that we are asking each
department seriously to consider ... offering an introductory account of its discipline which is specially designed for the general
college student, distinct from that designed for prospective concentrates" (p 76). It is fortunate that many departments have not
strictly obeyed this request.
3 Appendix B, page 97 of Christian Liberal Arts Education,
privately distributed by Calvin College, 1965.
4 I believe the physical education and spoken rhetoric requirements should remain. \ For students who do not concentrate in
English rhetoric/literature a stiff course in composition should come
as a highly recommended elective. Professors should also work
closely with these students on-style and organization in their papers.
5 Many students, including myself, have unpardonably gotten
through their education witho_u t properly becoming acquainted with
one of the sciences. They are doubly important now that we ha've

realized that the earth must be taken care of. The rationale for a
rhetoric/literature sequence in English is two-,fold. First, I am firmly
convinced students have not learned to write or speak effectively by
the time they get to college. It is intolerable •that they -should
graduate in the same condition. Thus, rhetoric, both spoken and
written, should be a highly important aspect of this sequence.
Students should take at least two courses in writing and one in
speaking. This whole sequence must be a stiff one or students, lazily
thinking that their own language is easier, will desert the foreign
languages.
·
6 It is, of course, possible that the aims of students are different
from the college's. My aims, however, do not differ much at all from
· those of the college, at least as they are expressed in CLAE.
Therefore, I do not feel bound to discuss alternative concepts of
what a college is. That' CLAE is incomplete, especially in nonacademic means of personal and spiritual growth, I am fully aware.
But this article, even more than CLAE, addresses itself to the
curriculum.
·
7 I do have two reservations. One is the religion and theology .
department. Its material is quite as heavy as philosophy. Further,
many of us come from high school with art ingrained aversion to
studying religion. I do feel, though, that by advertising the relevance
of John Calvin, by offering some solid courses .in Biblical theology,
by offering courses in world religions more often, and by adding a
course · in modem "post-Christian" religious tendencies, the depar.tment could do quite well.
I also have reservations about the science requirement. Now
most students take two or three courses in math and the sciences.
Under the concentration curriculum they will have to take six
courses. Since a better knowledge of math than most of us come
with will be needed, I think that up to two math courses should
count towards the total of six. Hopefully these math courses will.be
111/112, but many students may need a course to prepare them for
111 or an equivalent. This dispensation oruy makes it possible for
students to advance in another science, it does not solve the
problem. I see no way to ease the probability that the science
departments (math included) will face a total student population
· about one-third greater than at present. I do not know whether
these departments can absorb that great an increase.

ME: AN ENIGMA

Brown stone black stone
sJlver shining sliver gone.
Why do we lie?
Oh crys! Yet, and he has amap of Dublin on his wall.
But his left hand is still searching for the gooseberries
quite frustrating
·
isn't it?
rather
Am I the lapwing?°
the cymbal never clashes
until another one it mashes
with our feet the grapes
of the percussionist produces .
but wine-noise
Naught, oh naught, Daedalus
Sally, she can't be bought
Vain fool, lunatic! apox on your lips
apox on your lips
apox on your lips
Herbert VanderZwaal
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Nixon's ''New -Economic Policy''
by George Monsma

If the President's economic message of August 15 made
any . one thing perfectly clear it is that the old Nixon,
Tricky Dick, is . unfortunately still with us . . His old
economic "game plan" was not working-unemployment .
was unjustifiably high, inflation continued, and our balance of trade was· worse than at any other time in the
twentieth century. Instead of honestly admitting that his
policies had failed and that he therefore had to change
them .drastically, Nixon instead tried to blame the difficulties on such things as (supposed) progress towards
ending the war in Vietnam and international currency
speculators. He also used statistical comparisons which
are at the very best highly distorted, in order to make
his record look better than that of the Democratic
administrations of the sixties. In addition, in some
places he used economic reasoning which I would consider worthy of an "F" if used .by even a first seme~ter
·economics student. The policies which he proposed will
help get the economy moving toward full employment,
and it is to be applauded that he has finally (much too
late) taken action in this direction; however they con-.
tain a number of unnecessary and serious inequities .
. When Nixon took office the unemployment rate was
3.4 per cent and consumer prices were rising bet.ween
four and five per cent . per year. The Nixon "game plan"
for the economy was to deliberately slow down the
economy, producing unemployment, in an attempt to
reduce inflation. This policy, even if successful, puts the
main burden of fighting inflation on those who become
unemployed, and the unemployment hits relatively poor,
unskilled and minority persons most . heavily. Since it
removes S'4,bstantial amounts of income from many of
those least able to afford the loss (to say nothing of
the psychological damage to those no longer able to
provide for themselves and their families) in order to
give small benefits to all persons in the nation (namely
less inconvenience from inflation), this policy is unjustifiable on a Christian basis unless the government also
· provides alternative ways for the families to receive an
adequate income and provides opportunities for the unemployed that will remove the causes of the psychological damage. A massive training program for the unemployed might do this and also make them more
productive workers when there was again a demand for
their services. Of course, Nixon proposed no such program. But while he "succeeded" in raising the unemployment rate as high as 6.2 per cent and in the process
added many to the ranks of the ·poor, this had only
minor effects on inflation. Between July 1970- and July
1971 prices were still rising at an annual rate of between four and five per cent . . Note · that it was this
policy of ·the Nixon administration, and not any "winding down of the war in Vietnam," that has caused the .
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unemployment problem. Unemployment did not rise this
high after ei~er World War II or the Korean War. At
the same time, the rise in US prices and the continued
heavy spending abroad for the Vietnam War plunged the
country into a serious balance-of-payments crisis. It was
because . of this disastrous failure of his econo~ic policies that Nixon had to make such drastic changes in
them.
_Nixon tried to paint a rosier picture of conditions by
claiming that the present unemployment rate was "below the average of the four peace_time years of the
sixties." This is a gross distortion of the facts. While. it
is true that the unemployment rate for July 1971 (5.8
per cent) was very slightly b_elow the average for
1960-63 (5.85 per cent; this is so high because it includes two · very high u·nemployment years which were
basically the result of the economic policies of the
Eisenhower administration), the war had virtually no
effect on the economy in 1964. The armed forces w_ere
actually smaller in December 1964 than in December
1963 and spending on the war was negligible as far as
the .economy was concerned. Thus 1964 should be considered a "peacetime economic year" and if this is done
the current unemployment rate is higher than the average for . the five peacetime years of the sixties (5.7 per
cent). A good case can be made for considering even
1965 as an essentially peacetime economic year, and if
this is done Nixon's performance looks even weaker.
(Note: Since Nixon made his speech it has been announced that the unemployment rate in August went up
to 6.1 per cent, but he would not have known this at
. -the time he gave the speech.) Nixon also said that "in
the four years between 1965 and 1969 [wage earners']
wage ipcreases were completely eaten up by price in. creases." This simply is not true. Using figures published
by his own Council of Economic Advisers it is clear
that the average gross weekly earnings of workers in all
private nonagricultural industries (the broadest classification we have) rose by 3.7 per cent from 1965 to .1969
after adjusting for price increases. Perhaps Nixon had in
mind the ch_ange from 1969 to 1970 under his administration when the average real income of . workers actually fell by 1.2 per cent in orie year.
Nixon's policies to remedy the damage are somewhat
better than those of the past, but they are still not as
good as they could or should be. To lower the unemployment rate Nixon has proposed a number of reduc-.
tions: an investment , tax credit, raising the personal
exemption for the income tax by $50 one year earlier
than -presently planned, and the repeal of the seven per
cent excise tax on automobiles. While tax reduction is
one way to· stimulate demand in the economy and thus
to reduce unemployment, the particular tax cuts that ·

Nixon proposed will reduce the tax liability of rich persons,
help low-income persons, and is eliminating pay increases
and thus 1tend to increase the inequity in income distribuwhich were to bring federal workers' pay up to that of
·tion in this country rather than reduce it. The investment
comparable workers in private industry. Thus rathe.r than
tax. credit would reduc(l tax liabilities of businesses by ten
stimulating the economy by giving more il)come to those ·
per cent of the cost of all new equipment they bought in
who need it most, Nixon is proposing we-do it by taking ·
this country in the next year and by five per cent after that.
from the poor and giving to the rich, certainly an unjust
It is, in effect, a subsidy on investment. It is misnamed a
way of accomplishing the desirable goal of reducing
Job Development Credit, b-ut it will be given whether the .
unemployment. Christians should protest this injustice, and
new investmerlt creates new 1jobs in the company making it
urge their Congressman and Senators to stimulate the
or whether it is used to replace, workers by automation. In
economy in a more just way, for example, by a speedy
addition, while an investment tax ·credit may stimulate
. enactment -of a guaranteed annual income at or above the
investment-demand strongly under some circumstances, it is
poverty level for ali Americans. If any ·cuts in spending are·
questionable wh~ther it will provide much, stimulus at the
made they should come from the excessively high defense
present time when· so much (over one-fourth) of existing
,expenditures. (Note that it is unlikely that the Nixon
manufacturing capacity is idle. Why · add more machines
program will stimulate ,the e.conomy -enough to achieve
when you aren't using a lot of what you have now, even if
"full" employment, ie, four per cent unemployment, even
the government will pay the per cent of the cost? The seven
in a year or a year and one-half. Nixon implicitly
per cent excise tax on automobiles is one of the few of a
re.cognized that more stimulation would be needed when he
group of wartime excises that we have left and as such - stated rin a speech to Congress on September 9 that he
should probably· be repealed. (It is hardly fair to tax auto .
would present new tax -reform proposals to create jobs in
buyers more than those who buy other goods.) But
1972. At the same time he urged Congress not to provide
removing · it will probably benefit richer people somewhat
more stimulation now. Why he wishes to delay the attack
more than poorer people, since the former spend more on
on unemployment is not clear.)
autos than average. The increase in the personal exemption
continued on p14
for the income tax will also benefit high income persons
mote than lo~ income persons.. For example, it will reduce
Autumn Love
the taxes of persons in the fifty per cent tax bracket by $25
What a lovely place you have here.
· per family member, ~ut will reduce the taxes of persons in
The blood moon sparkles on the f rosty windows
the lowest bracket (14 ·per cent) by only $7 per f~mily
member. It would be far more equitable to increase the
and the whole room folds us in concave softness.
minimum standard deduction which would give tax relief to
We are lovers for the night;
the poorest families paying tax or to give everyone a tax
you are luring e1:nd I am coy, ·
credit (ie; a reduction in tax liability rather than a
we are children, shy and exploring,
reduction in taxable income as with an increased ·deducand
when we find each other
tion) that would be equal for all.
I

But not ·only has Nixon biased his tax relief in favor of
the rich, he has also recommended that his welfare reform
be postponed for a year in order to "offset the loss of
federal revenue from the tax cuts" because he thinks that
"tax cuts to stimulate employment must be matched by
spending cuts to restrain inflation." This last statement is so
false that one can only conclude that Nixon is an economic
ignoramus or that he is willing to knowingly repeat false
myths in an attempt to win public favor. Spending cuts in .
gene,ral have effects opposite to tax cuts on both inflation
and unemployment. If the tax cuts are of the proper
magnitude to raise total demand for goods and services to
the full employment level but not beyond it, there is no
need to reduce spending to halt inflation-indeed any
· spending reduction · would then also reduce empJoyment.
The only reason that a spending cut might be called for is
that the tax cuts were more than enough to bring us to full
employment. In ' this case an alternative to reducing
government spending in order to reach full employment
- would be to have smaller tax cuts. Instead of doing this, .
Nixon had chosen to give tax recJuctions to the rich, while
delaying his welfare reform, a program which while it is
certainly inadequate ·would give many poor persons more
income. He is also delaying the revenue sharing with state
and local . governments, much of which would indirectly

_we remain forever. ~
We are lovers until the end of the world.
Wait; I often hold my tiny nephew
to feed him milk and burp him.
Babies are such cute things!
I-held my bloody-nosed dog once,
hit by a car,
he sniffled to death in ·m y arms. ·
You hold me tightly.
Are you afraid?
My brother used to hold me so;
after epilepsy fits in school,
- with icy snot on his chin
_
he choked out how they all laughed.
Why do you hold me so close?
· I want to leave now,
out the door into the moonlight night,
with you.
But you hold me down with your grasp.
Hubert VanTol
(.
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Another aspect of Nixon's program is a ninety-day wage
and price freeze. While some government "incomes policy"
has been needed for some ftme, the particular· one chosen
by Nixon is also inequitable. Even administration officials .
admit this, but say we should suffer the inequities for
ni~ety days until they can figure out something better. The
freeze causes workers who have waited one or two or even
more years for raises to make up for past inflation · to wait
another three months for them . It is. particularly inequitable because it does not even allow longevity and merit
increases based on existing pay scales, but it does allow
executive bonuses to rise if such raises are based on an
existing scale tying bonuses to company earnings. Profits
have not been frozen and may well rise considerably if an
economic recovery is started. Had Nixon not waited for a
crisis to develop before considering what type of incomes
policy to adopt he would not have had · to order the
inequitable freeze. It is to be hoped that the policy to
follow the initial ninety-day freeze will be more equitable ,
allowing workers who have lost ground in the past due to
inflation_to make up this loss, and granting them opportunities for real wage increases as productivity rises in the
future.
As far as the international policies are concerned, the
passages in the speech that blamed the trouble of the dollar
on international currency speculators were distorted, selfserving, nationalistic rhetoric which ignored the fact that
the basic causes of the problems of the dollar internationally include the recent inflation in the US and the
spending abroad connected · with the Vietnam War. In
addition there are problems of tariff barriers to American
exports raised by some countries, notably Japan, and the
fact that the international monetary system needs major
reforms if it is to function ·to the best advantage of
everyone concerned. Also, while it is true that currency
exchange rates (relative values of currencies) need some
realignment, it did not corttribute to the rational discussion
of _the problem to ·emotionally call them Hunfair'; to the
United States. From Nixon's references to ou_r foreign aid
and the necessity for other countries "to bear their fair
share . of the burden of defending freedom around the
world" one would not have suspected that our foreign
economic aid has decreased substantially as a percentage of
our GNP in recent years and is now less on this basis •than
. that of many other developed countries. Nixon himself cut
it by ten per cent of its already pitifully low level as part of
the above mentioned drive to "offset the loss of revenue"
from the tax cuts. In addition, our defense spending is
higher as a percentage of GNP than that of other developed
countries, but it is not clear that ours is not too high, rather
than theirs too low. The steps taken by Nixon, the ten per
cent surcharge on imports and the suspension cif payments
of gold for dollars held by foreign countries, have in effect
forced a showdown with other countries which will lead to
negotiations on barriers to trade and reform of the
international monetary system. This is a risk, for we could
end up with more barriers and a worse monetary system;
however I think the odds favor improvement in both areas ·
after a period of considerable uncertainty.
·Finally, Nixon's identification of a competitive spirit,
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pride in country, and pride in self as the essential
ingredients .of economic success is contrary to a proper
Christian understanding of the matter. While we should try
to do our best and thank God for the success He has given
us, the essential guide for the Christian's economic life must
be love, not competition or pride. This is true fdr national
policy as well as individual actions. And while it is not
always clear just what love demands in a given situation, it
is clear that if one were motivated by love rather than pride
and a competitive spirit he would not be proposing
programs that increase the inequities of income distribution
in the United States today. Indeed, Nixon's economic
policies, both new and old,. betray a lack of understanding
and/or acceptance of this central tenet of Christian morality.
In summary, the speech was self-serving and misleading,
not to say deceitful, and the policies proposed have many
inequities to which Christians must object. But it is
heartening that the Nixon administration finally seems
ready to attack the unemployment it has created and it is
to be hoped that the Congress will improve on Nixon's
suggestions, strengthening them and making them more
equitable.

Politics, Coercion, and Power
by Richa~d Mouw

In some circles these days it is nearly axiomatic that
politics has · to do with . power and power · is coercion. _
Indeed, for some these terms are virtual ·synonyms. Kate
Millett, for example, moves with no apparent coneptual
embarrassment
through
the following argument:
{1) When the novelist Henry Miller describes sexual
intercourse he uses coercive language ( of which she
offers many ·examples from his wrftings); (2) "What the
reader is experiencing at this juncture is a nearly supernatural sense of power-should the reader be a male";
. and (therefore?) (3) "It is a case of sexual politics at
the fundamental level of copulation" (Sexual Politics,' p.
6, emphases mine).
For Miss Millett politics· is a dirty business, and when
sex becomes political, i.e., coercive and manipulative, it
too becomes dirty. I do not wish to quarrel with her
thesis that sex can be beautiful; nor do I wish to argue
that coercion and manipulation are good things to engage in. What I do wish to question is her assumption,
_which many others seem to share today, that the political relationship is necessarily one of coercion and manipulation. In oi:der to do this, we must first of all look
at the relationship between coercion and p~wer.
The identification of power with coercion .is consis.tent with much of what we think and say. To hear
sC>meone described as being a part of the "power structure" is not ordinarily grounds for evoking our instant
admiration. A "powerful personaljty" is often one who
can "wrap you around his little finger." The "power
· play" and, the "show of poer"-whether at the· athletic
field, the bridge table, or the political convention-are
admired, if at all, on aesthetic rather than moral
grounds. Even the quasi-romantic phrase, "Power to the
people,"' is often chanted with a rather vindictive tone.
When we think and speak of power in this fashion
most of us do not take it to be .som.ething that is
intrinsically goocl; rather it is the sort of thing which to
justifiably involve oneself in ~t all is to. see it as a
means to some distinct and desirable end: those who
refuse to play the "ppwer game'' do so on the grounds
that no end to which it is a necessary means is worth ·
the involvement. Those who do engage in it point to
the good that will be ·accomplished in the long run.
Even the most brutish "men of power" disguise their
ambitions in the language ·of altruism.
But while much of our talk about power is along
these lines, not all of it is. Many of us, for example,

are quite happy to confess that God is "all-powerful";
and yet the orthodox among us would not dare to
accept the implication that would result from conjoining
that confession with a claim which, in another mood,
we . often give our assent to: Lord Acton's dictum that
"power corrupts; absolute power corrupts absolutely." ·
The fact is that we, especially we Christians, speak of
power out of two quite different moods. Often we
switch moods quickly and imperceptibly. For example,
Arthur Gish tells us, · in The New Left and Christian
Radicalism, that "the message of the cross is that victory is ultimately to . be found not in power and force,"
but rather that "suffering is more powerful than the
infliction of suffering" (p . .86, emphases mine); and at
another point he argues that "the real center · of power
is with creative minorities who operate on the edge~ on
the cutting edge of society. They are closer to the real
action than those who are in · the power centers" (p.
123, emphases mine).
Some of Gish's remarks could, of course, be cleaned
up with the use of quotation marks. But one would still
be left with the impression that one of the things we
have in mind when we· speak of povyer is something
that plays a questionable role in human affairs, which is
at =the very best a post-Fall necessary evil and at worst
something that we ought to work diligently toward
eliminating from human relationships. While most Christian thinkers have come down clearly on one side or
the other of the dilemma between accepting the necessity of such power or passionately denouncing it, Reinhold Niebuhr attempted, in Moral Man and Immoral
Society, to embrace both options. While he spoke disparagingly of "the poison of power," he nonetheless saw
it as an essential component of large social structures.
Yet Niebuhr continually stressed the need for an anti- ·
dote to the corrupting tendencies of such power, and he
continue<!- on p16
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called for those possessing "the ultrarational hopes and
passions of religion" to preach in absolute tones against
the rule of power, even though he did not think that
they could realistically expect to . succeed within the
historical p~ocess.
More recently, social critic Paul Goodman has also
acknowledged the necessity of power in large social and
political structures. However, unlike Niebuhr, he appeals
to this premise as. a basis for calling for the abolition of
those structures. The modern conception of power,
Goodman argues, is intimately related to what he calls
the "top-down management" model. When this model
prevails not only in the external forms of political and
social organization, but also becomes "internalized" as it
has today, it has the following effects on the individual,:
If a man is not continually proving his potency, his
mastery of others and of himself, ·he becomes prey
to a panic of being defeated and victimized. Every
vital function must therefore be used as a means of
proving or it is felt as a symptom · of w_eakness.
Simply to enjoy, produce, learn, give or take, love or
be angry (rather than cool) ,"is to be vulnerable.
(People or · Personnel and Like a Conque·r ed Province, p. 184)

Goodman's analysis suggests that the external expression of . the "top~down management" model precedes
this internalization, and that therefore the re-structuring,
or de-structuring of the modes of social and political
organization will free individuals from the inner strife
that he describes. However, as Christians, we will want
to insist that the man whom Goodman describes is in
the g~ip of sin's power, from which no degree ·of change
in external environment can free him. This is to say
that the Christian sees the externalization of the model
described by Goodman as resulting from a projection of
the internal acceptance into the social and political
spheres.
Of course, "chicken first" versus "egg first" disputes
can go on indefinitely; but just as many Christians have
insisted, without apparent incoherence , that God created
the chicken and then the chicken laid the egg, so we
might also insist, against Goodman, that the "top-down
management" model got lodged in human relationships
on the internal level , when Eve openly rebelled against
her Creator and gave in to the temptation to "be as
God." From this beginning, all that has flowed from the
heart of man has been subsumed under this model,
including man's social and political arangements . Indeed,
the lesson that we must learn from Miss Millett and her
followers is that not even the sexual relationship has
escaped man's sinful and manipulative project.
In any event, Christians ought to be receptive ·to
Goodman's insistence that there is an alternative to the
modern conception of power as coercion, even though
we must reject his analyses of cause and cure. For the
New Testament ·speaks much of a power that is present
in the created order, a power that breeds corruption,
that operates through coerc_ion and manipulation. And it
is a power that not only brings imbalance in the inner
life of the individual and in his intimate social contacts,
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but also extends to bring all human relationships, including the political, into its grip.
But while the New Testament speaks much of power,'
it does not speak of power as such. Rather, it speaks of
two kinds of power which are operating in the created
order. (For an excellent study of these t\yo powers in
the New Testament, see Chapter Six of C. Freeman
Sleeper's Black Power and Christian Responsibility.) One
is the evil "power of darkness," the power of Satan's
rule. This is the power that corrupts and distorts. The
other power is "the power of God," the power which
was dramatically infused into the present order through
the mighty act wherein God's . Son was raised from the
dead. This power delivers individuals from Satan's power
and remakes them after the image of Jesus Christ. It
frees them from the destructive manipulative project
that is the task of all who would pretend to sit on the
throne that belongs only to the Creator. To be.. a bene-·
ficiary of God's liberating power is to become free to
engage in a way of -life which is very much like the
"peaceful functioning" that Goodman promises: it is to
be able to produce and learn without having to accumu- ·
late wealth and gain privileged position, it is to .be free
from tlie fear of becoming vulnerable, of losing one's
own sovereign mastery over men and things, it is to
gain the freedom to serve, it is to be capable of simple
and honest love and anger. All of this becomes possible
when one no longer lives "the lie," but instead confesses one's sin and weakness and knows acceptance and
forgiveness .
The contrast between God's power and the power of
sin is made very clear in . the first chapter of Romans.
After celebrating the presence • of "the power of God
unto salvation," Paul delineates the scope and extent of
the corrupting power of sin. To be outside the sphere
of God's saving . power is to· be "given over" to a
process the end result of which can only be complete
dis-integration and ultimately "death." Paul's choice, in
Romans 1: 24-28, of mainly sexual examples should not
blind )us to the pervasiveness of the demonic power
· which he is describing-for there is a kind of "promiscuity" that can characterize the social, business and

political realms as well. To take delight in the failures
and .los~es of others is also to be "given over to vile
desires." To seek to manipulate others and · to bend
their wills and projects to one's own selfish goals is also
to be "given over to shameful passions." To use Godgiven rational faculties for the plotting of self-enhancement is also to be "given over to depraved reason.''
What does all of this say for the view that the
political realm is necessarily one of coercio·n and manipulation? -The· Christian-most certainly the evangelical
Christian-should insist that such a situation is neither
desirable nor necessary. The Christian who has experienced the reconciling, saving power of God in his own
life, so that he has ceased to be a manipulator and a
coercer in his personal relationships, cannot help but
yearn for the time when the grip of demonic power on
all aspects of human life . will be broken. He cannot help
but feel the burden of knowing that man's social and
political arrangements have not yet been transformed by
the renewing power of God.
Among evangelical Christians there are differences of
opinion with respect to eschatological interpretation. All
of us, presumably, are agreed that a transformation of
the political sphere is necessary, and that furthermore it
is com~ng. But concerning how much we can expect and
realistically ask for short of ·the Lord's return there will
surely; be considerable disagreement. However, our disagreements in this area ought not ~to keep us from
talking, even arguing, together on these -matters. There is
a new.. - generation of activist-minded evangelical youth
whose concern over social and political injustice tempts
them to ignore the eschatological debates . of the past
-artd get on with the business of trying to change things.
Those of us who take doctrine seriously cannot help
but feel uneasy over this trend. But perhaps the answer
is for us to work harder at spelling out the implications
of our eschatologies for the practical issues at hand.
One place' to begin is with a provocative comment
made recently by Vernon Grounds:
I ... urge that the Church m_ust keep reminding us
that _God has his own program mapped out for
cha'.ngmg the world .by the personal intervention of
Jesus Christ, who will return to establish the King-

Grandpa Fell Smiling Forever

Grandpa fell
once he broke
/
smiling asleep to
his .carpenter's arm,
.the pride
the music
of his body ·
forever
cancerous
of a hammer.
Randall V~nderMey

<lorn of heaven on earth. Yet · simultane~usly the
C:tiu!ch must · keep reminding us that there is no
b1bhcal reason for ·concluding that •enormous evils
cannot be significantly changed before our Lord
comes back.
("Bombs or Bibles? Get Ready for the Revolution!" Christianty Today, January 15, 1971, p. 6)

Is this a view that can be agreed to by Christians
holding to different views of the millenium? If so, can
we realistically call for changes in the present political
order? What sorts of changes? How drastic can they be?
These, I s_uggest, are questions worth asking.
·
A related issue that could be discussed is the degree
to which Christians can hope for improvement in the
modes of social and political organization when there
has not been a corresponding change in the heart of
. n:ian. Christians, f?r example, must function in the political sphere; and m d0ing so they will feel the temptations to compromise, manipulate and coerce, which are
inevitable in the present context. Are there possibilities,
under present conditions, for bringing .about changes in
the political order which are such that Christians can
function more openly and honestly in their political
relationships? Along . these lines we would do well to
give more attention to the concept of a pluralistic society, which is much discussed today among social and
political theorists (cf. Chapter 12 of The Principles of
Political Thought, by S.1 .- ];3enn and R.S. Peters and
Religion and the ~chools by Nicholas Wolte_rstorff). To use
an athletic model, in such a society the "state"
would function not as a coach who decides substantive
policy and calls. the member~ of th~ team (citizens) to
conform to his goals; rather, the state functions as an
umpire, who · accepts competing goals and activities as
the point of the game, and tries to keep the game going
by . exercising impartial arbitration. A debate over the
implications and desirability of this concept ought, perhaps, to be placed high on the agenda for the political
discussion of the evangelical community. ·
Questions concerning the degree to which th~ present .
social and political orders are in the grip of the power
of sin, and questions concerning possible alternatives
that we might _explore together, ought to occupy us
more . For as evangelicals we celebrate together the presence of God's power in human affairs, a power that can
transform not only the worst of sinners but also the
worst of sinful structures and systems.· And in our
discussions together of such matters ·we can also celebrate - together our common hope, the hope rooted· in
the knowledge that we serve One who is not only the
Shepherd of souls but is also the King · ~n"d Lord over
all things . Miss Millett, with whom we began, also has a
hope: she operates with the vision that we might all be
brought "a great deal closer to humanity," so that "we
shall be able to retire sex from the harsh realities
politics" (Ibid., p. 363). We Christians can- (lovingly) do
her one better by offering the genuine hope that we
shall someday retire even politics from the harsh realities of manipulation and coercion.
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·A -J Muste : A Life
of the
''American .Gandhi''
The first of two paru, 1885-1924

by Steven Dieleman
In a lecture delivered at Calvin College last year, journalist
Nat Hentoff revealed that one of the most respected and
influential characters in his development was a Christian ·
and native of Grand Rapids named A J Muste. Although I
was already familiar with Muste's widely distributed antidraft law pamphlet, Of Holy Disobedience, the statement
by Hentoff captured my attention and stimulated me to
explore the apparent magnetism of Mr Muste. Following a .
brief investigation I was pleasantly shocked to learn that
our own Reformed heritage provided the cultural, religious,
and educational background of an international labor
leader, author, and political activist.
This brief sketch of the life of A J Muste is offered as a
context for a future article evaluating the behavior,
. theology, and philosophy of this man. 'The sources from
which all the materials for this essay have been extracted
are Sketches for an Autobiography, by A J Muste, and
Peace Agitator, the Story of A J Muste, written by Nat
Hentoff.
The Hollanders who settled in the Middle West in the
decades before World War I formed a fairly numerous
group in Grand Rapids (without, however, making it a
predominantly Dutch center). With the rarest of exceptions, every Dutch family belonged to a Church, the
Reformed or Christian Reformed, to which it had
bel0.nged in the old country . . . . In the larger population of Grand Rapids the Dutch constituted a lower
stratum. The owners of the furniture factories and saw
mills were of English stock. Until after the first Wd'rld
War, Hollanders were the cheap labor in the factories,
the small shopkeepers in the outlying parts of town, the
poor farmers on the land (Muste, p 27).
The above description written by A J relates his
recollection of the setting his immigrant family found in
the new world during the 1890's. Abraham Johanne·s
Muste, the eldest son of Martin and Adriana Muste, was
born in 1885 in Zierikzee, the Netherra'nds. During January
of 1891 the entire family boarded a steamer which took
them to New York City, where they purchased positions on
a train which eventually deposited them at the Grand
Trunk Railroad station at the east end of Grand Rapids.
Waiting to welcome the family were Mrs Muste's brothers,
who helped them establish residence on Quimby Street.
A J began his formal schooling in a Reformed Church
parochial school from which he transferred within two
years to the local public school. In 1898, he entered the
preparatory school of Hope College in the small town of
Holland, Michigan. Graduating from Hope in 1905, A J
18

accepted a teaching assignment for one year at Northwestern Classical Academy in Orange City, Iowa: When the
as_signment expired, A J enrolled in the theological seminary of the Dutch Reformed Church in New Brunswick,
New Jersey. Graduating in 1909, he was promptly licensed
and ordained in the Reformed Church of America and
installed at Fort Washington Collegiate Church of Washington Heights, New York City.
Life in the New Jersey and New York City area
presented a drastically different portrait of America to the
student from the Midwest. Throughout this period Muste's
home-grown Republicanism began to crumble at the sight
of East-side slums, sweat shops, and the tragic Triangle fires
of the garment industry. He was seeing a categorically
different type of poverty from that of tlie Grand Rapids
furniture factory worker or poor farmer. The changes in
. Muste's political and social thinking were reflected in his
voting for Socialist candidate Eugene V Debs in the
presidential election of 1914. This year also marked a
change in Muste's church affiliation, as he writes,
It was not changing social ·and political views, however,
which led to the termination of my ministry at Fort
Washington at the end of 1914. By the fall of that year I
could no longer _acquiesce in giving the impression that I
accepted the literal interpretation of Scriptures and the
whole corpus of Calvinist dogma, at least as then
interpreted .... I was inwardly more confident than ever
that I could, and must, preach the essentials of the
Christian faith and strive to bring myself and others to
its practice (Muste, p 44 ).
I

As a result of his theological stance, A J moved to the
Central Congregational Church of Newtonville, Massachusetts. During Muste's tenure as a preacher at this church the
war in Europe started. Initially, Muste held a rather
traditional outlook on the subject; once in the fall of 1914
he even addressed the Spanish-American War Veterans Post
of Washington Heights. At this occasion Muste
... made the expected, conventional observations that
war is a terrible and wicked thing and that we Americans
are against war, but that when the · strong attack the
weak, and democracy and religion are in danger, then, of
course, as good Christians, we must go bravely, though
reluctantly, into battle (Muste, p 45).
·At this time Muste had never been exposed to an alternative
to participation in militarism, and had never heard of
another interpretation of the scriptures which might offer a
different response to war on the part of a Christian. As the
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war loomed closer to Americans, A J began to evaluate the
role of a Christian in this situation. Having a solid
background in Calvinism, Muste understood the tendency
of man toward frailty and rrian's ability to deceive himself
into thinking that he loves when actually, in a subtle way,
he hates. However, this recognition of man's condition,
-according to Muste,
... does not alter the nature of the demand the Gospel
places upon us or, if you prefer, the · demand that is
placed upon us because we belong to the family of man
that we be honest and pure and that we love all men.
... The man who does not passionately strive to be
honest, pure, and loving is not a man. The temptation to
pride and self-righteousness is real and pervasive. The
temptation to adapt the Gospel demand to · circumstances and to abandon the hard effort to mold one's
own life and the world according to that imperious
demand is no le·ss subtle and pervasive (Muste, p 46).
Throughout the months of 1915, Muste struggled with
the conflict between .man's corruptfon, resulting in man's
history of war, and the ethical demands of love, which he
had preached for six years. Ultimately, A J concluded that
he
... could not 'bend' the Sermon on the Mount and the
whole concept of the cross and suffering life to
accommodate participation in war (Muste, p 47).
Early in 1916 Muste publicly announced that he was a
pacifist, and thereupon entered the Fellowship of Reconciliation, an international organization for Christian pacifists.
Since the Wilson administration was in the process of
selling the war to the American public, life became
extremely difficult for the non-conformist in the World War
I era.
The war had to be 'sold' to such people as a crusade,
indeed as the last tragic war to end all war, jn a much
more naive .and simplistic fashion than was the case in .
the later war (Muste, p 49).
Due to the greater amount of resistance to the concept
of a foreign war in 1916 than that encountered before
World War II, there was a greater amount of repression
, applied by Wilson than by Roosevelt. Various groups
contained a significant number of anti-war members within
their ranks, while a few organizations maintained an official ·
anti-war position, such as the Industrial Workers of America-the leaders of which were arrested in order to disband
the group. Most Socialist Party members advocated nonparticipation in foreign wars and their presidential candidate, Eugene V Debs, was imprisoned by his political
opponent, the democratic Mr Wilson.
The Wilson government employed the tactic of imprisoning leaders of groups which posed a threat to its
cause, but also dealt with the less committed non-conform.ist through public pressure. This was the period of frequent
military parades and ;the initiation of the practice of
performing the national anthem prior to all public events.
Nationalism was also perpetuated in th~ schools as children "
began each ·day with' the pledge of allegiance. Of course, the
church also joined the march toward conflict by promoting
the American flag to the platform beside the cross of

Christ, signifying the unification of the two elements, and
in turn stimulating excitement for battle.
During the first months of 1916, Muste's church- near
Boston encouraged him to remain and preach his pacifist
position. However, some· of the wealthier members of the
congregation soon ceased to attend · services. In April ~f
1917, when the US officially entered the war, A J was still
permitted to defend himself against those within the church
who accused him of treason. In September of the same
year, Muste realized that his pres,ence threatened to split
the church and, since he found it impossible to counsel
those who sent their sons or husbands across the Atlantic,
he left the church. A J then joined an organization, which ·
later became the American Civil Liberties Union, that was
attempting to secure humane conditions for conscientious
objectors serving in American prisons.
In the last few months of his pastorate, a group of
Boston area pacifists, including Muste, founded a community called the Comradeship. According to Muste, in the
early months of its existence the members dealt " ... with
the question of how to organize our lives so that they
would truly express the teachings and the spirit of Jesus, or,
in other terms, faith in the way of truth, nonviolence, and
continued on p20

Ellipsis

Last night A lice called to say
Keep a watch out on my house, please.
David might come back again,
·
and Woody, he's too young to know
the difference between father or a friend.
Unlike Woody
in his four black years
lost among so many fat hers
one David, but no king,
I speak to you
father
as a friend_:_ that
those twenty five years with no
handclapping honorarium
(just a glossed picture
some eight years ago)
did not mean the watches stop
and the doors close.
I sleep no fear
like Woody
hoping the neighbors are awake
. to open the door to sister
come to call the police to turn
their big ·noise on and David out.
Miriam Timmerman
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love" (Muste, p 56). Initially the group discussed the
· possibility of organizing cooperatives in the rural ·and urban
Boston area. The Comradeship, howevei:, always intended
to remain in contact "with the struggle against the war, and
for economic justice and racial equality, in the competitive
society" (Muste, p 56), in addition to their construction of
an alternative way of life. ,
Throughout the latter months of 1918 and early 1919
another group of non-conformists met in the community of
Lawrence, Massachusetts, to discuss the conditions of the
30,000 textile workers in that city. The anxiety stemmed
from the threat of hour and wage cuts which might be
imposed upon the unskilled foreig_n-born workers. Their
current wage, which provided only a substandard living,
consisted of a mere eleven dollars for a fifty-four hour work
week. Now the owners sought to reduce the hours to
forty-eight with an equivalent reduction in wages.
Muste remarks that
... somehow we had to translate the ideal of brotherhood into reality. We had also a feeling that nonviolence
had to prove itself in actual struggle; otherwise it was a
mere abstract illusion. I recall that some of us felt the
sting of the charge that during war, while others risked
their lives, we had stood on the sidelines and "had it
easy". Here a struggle was developing at our own back
door (Muste, p 57).
Comradeship members Harold Rotzel, Cedric Long and ·
A J Muste went to Lawrence to investigate the situation.
lnitially, the owners welcomed the pacifists, thinking that
they opposed the use of the strjke; but soon that
hospitality subsided as the owners discovered that the three
opposed starvation wages and "conceived of nonviolence as
a form of resistance." Rotzel, Long, and Muste were also
. invited to the strike committee meetings in the first week
of February, 1919. Except for assisting with public
statements which needed to be presented in correct English,
the three observed silently throughout the first week. In the
second week of February the first picket line blood-baths
began as the police, who had been instructed that this strike
represented the start of the Bolshevik revolution in America, or at least in Lawrence, attempted to disrupt the
laborers.
The thirty-thousand workers consisted of uneducated ·
men from twenty nationalities; they enlisted the services of
Rotzel, Long and Muste as members of the strike committee as a means to draw national attention to their cause. A J
Muste was asked to take on general leaders:\lip of the strike
as general secretary. Al though Muste was inexperienced in
the organization of a massive resistance movement, he felt
he could not deny his assistance to a just cause. But unlike
many labor leaders A J could not sit comfortably in an
· office miles from the confrontation with the police, and
upon one occasion he suffered a severe beating as he led the
protestors. Muste faced the tremendous task of organizing
strike fund large enough to provide relief for hundreds of
families who faced starvation within a week after the strike
began. Muste also sought to convince the . workers that
nonviolent tactics ought ·t o be used in dealing with police
brutality. These pacifist tactics were nearly rejected by the
men as the police mounted· a machine-gun barricade in the
vicinity of the daily picket lines around the mills. John
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Mach, the executive secretary of the strike fund, persuaded
many of the members to charge the police outpost and turn
the guns on the supporters of the mill owners. At this
crucial moment Muste again addressed the entire group of
strikers. Muste states that,
·
When I began my talk by saying that the machine guns
were an insult and a provocation and that we could not
take this attack lying down, the cheers shook the frame
building. Then I told them, in line' with the strike
committee's decision, that to permit ourselves to be
provoked into violence would mean defeating ourselves;
that our real power was in our solidarity and in our

capacity to endure suffering rather than give up the fight
for the right to organize; that no one could 'weave wool
with machine guns'; that cheerfulness was better for
morale than bitterness and that therefore we would
smile as we passed the machine guns and the police on
the way from the hall to the picket lines around the
mills (Muste, p 70).
Following this speech Muste met with cheers of support ·
and the picket that day proceeded without violence on
either side. This case convinced Muste that Americans could
understand and practice nonviolence. John Mach, who was ·
impressed with the dedication of Reverend Muste, later
· revealed to A J that he had been an agent for the owners
and had once planned a murder for which Muste would be

arrested; Mach also disclosed that he had planned to ·escape
with the relief fund treasury, but, recognizing the .sincerity
of the labor leaders, he resigned without attempting either
crime. Fortunately the courage of the impoverished
workers outlasted the owners and the textile workers
received the conc~ssions they demanded, in May of 1919.
The members of the Comradeship who had been
involved in the labor strike at Lawrence were distracted
from one of the group's original goals of establishing a
. community. Muste's thoughts about forming a . specific
economic, social and religious cooperative had been trans-

time flashes
the puddles on the sidewalk (hit
by r~pid balls of hail) sputter
(like the ·sound of beads clattering
above a billiard ,tab lea sharp wooden counter
· fires each bead into the next)
like the sound of time, the sound
clocks make
(minutes strung around the earth
each clatters into the next .
·
hitting it forward into existence)
a man stands on a string of sidewalk
each minute strikes him
\ and is replac~d ( with no connection
to 2:03 or 2:04)
each minute its ·own, not to be
equated with clocks.
the string
(longer than linear perspective
dissolving into future space
circling the globe
striking the man
again dissolving)
the string ties him
(each bead a part)
to more than minutes
(the sidewalk to more than hail) .
·
Glen Fennema
formed through the Lawrence experience and he 'and most
of the other members decided not to pursue the co'nstruction of an alternate social ·experiment. One reason for this
·change was simply that his own personality prompted him
to be an agitator, on the cutting edge of confrontation with
· the "powers that be . " Muste also wrote that
If we start with the _concept that human beings .are of
- infinite wortli-because they are children of God or on
some other ground-and profess to conceive of mankind
as a family which should live as a family, then our. only
valid objective is the transformation of society, not the
building of a shelter for the saints' secular elite within a
corrupt social order, which in effect is then assumeq to
be be~ond redemption (Muste, p 87~.

Muste recognized that at various times · throughout
history men have developed new types of community in
order _to move out of a civilization "in the process of
disintegration." However, Muste did not believe, in-jhe age
of post-war optimism, that Western society was in such a
process of decay. Most ideal community advocates have
argued t~t they contribute · to· the transformation of
society by' providing ·a model for the future rather than a
shelter for the present. Muste noted that . successful communities organized on cooperative rather than competitive
schemes are·generally initiated with an economic motive .. In
other words, groups of ·consumers or prod1:1cers who
organize cooperatives can better contribute to the econ- .
omic transformation of society than a group united by
ideals of brotherhood. ,Muste observed that most noneconomically based movements usually survive · on the
existence of contributions or subsidies provided by the
current economy. Thus, Muste contended that "in a
super-technological civilization" one· might find a better
way of Jransforming society than through the establishment
of small communities of brotherhood like the Comradeship
communion, which are designed to . point man in the
direction of a cooperative life but, because of financialneed, are reliant on the prevailing economy.
The Comradeship continued to function as a community
of fellowship even though it formally disbanded. They
continued to have confidence that in the event of a tragedy
or even a simple jailing the members would sustain each
others' families. rhe group also welcomed the discipline
which the members gave to each other as they engaged in a
loving check upon one another.
.
At the time of the strike there was no national union
interested in the rights of unskilled clothing employees. The
American Federation of Labor had offered no assistance to
the Lawrence effort; neither had the United Textile
Workers of America. The Amalgamated Clothing Workers
of America (A~WA) had contributed financially to th~
effort, but this organization of skilled clothing personnel
did ilot intend to embrace the unskilled. Therefore, Muste
joined and served two years· as ge.. ,n_ eral secreta_ry of the
Amalgamated Textile Workers of America (ATWA), the one
group willing to · advocate the use of the strike to gain
bargaining .rights for workers in situations similar to that in
Lawrence. Throughout -this post war period of economic
crisis and anti-labor . sentiment this union engaged in the
organization of union locals and strikes throughout the East
and Midwest. All efforts were met with violence on the part
of police forces • and consistent infiltration of union
meetings by management spies.
In the summer of 1921, at the age of 36, A J Muste left
. his position as ·the general secretary of the union and joined
· the infant staff of Brookwood · Labor College, located
forty-five miles. north of New York City, where he served as
educational director. The c_ollege attempted to construct a
nonhostile environment in which young workers could be
taught the history of human struggle, econo~ics, methods
of disciplined organization, and a philosophy psychologi- ·
cally co.nsistent with the development_of a new social order. ·
The instructors never. intended to : produce bureaucrats
continued on p22
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characteristic of many present-day hierarchies, but rather
men and women en_thusiastic about returning to the shop or
the mine to struggle for various ideals. In an effort to
stimulate controversy, the institution never perpetuated a
dogmatic approach to labor issues.
The conditions of the 1920's cooperation among the
American radical movement, which hitherto had been
flawed by sectarianism. The post-war depression brought
employment cutbacks and the slight concessions · which
were granted to the workers during "prosperity" war years
began to be rescinded.
The combination of post-war depression and extreme
reaction, marked especially by a determination to wipe
out the start made in union organization in mass
production industries during the war, led to a number of
gigantic struggles. They were generally pictured in the
press as efforts of the forces of law and order and of the
American (and Christian) system of free enterprise to
beat back the on-rushing wave of revolution. The picture
was supposed to justify the anti-Red crusade launched
by the Department of Justice in Mar.ch of 1919 (Muste,

Catholic Welfare Council, and the Socialist Party, sought to
build a third party. The party's nominee for president was
Robert M LaFollette Sr, the US senator from Wisconsin;
Burton K Wheeler Jr of Montana was the vice-presidential
nominee. LaFollette had an excellent record as a labor
candidate; he was a long time spokesman on behalf of the
farmer and had opposed the US entrance into the war.
Muste spoke on behalf of LaFolfette several times in
Western Michigan and writes about one speech he presented
at his alma mater, Hope College:
It was the first time I had been back in the town since I .
. . had committed a whole series of crimes, such as getting
fired from a church for my pacifism, getting arrested on
a picket line in a strike, and haranguing strike meetings
in a plain shirt and without a tie. There was a good
turnout at the meeting ·and a friendly reception (Muste,
p 114 ).

(CPPA), composed of a coalition of left-wing politicians

Although LaFollette polled only seventeen percent of
the national vote, those anxious to build a labor party
considered his effort valuable. Unfortunately, the American
Federation of Labor considered the move a waste of time,
and without the support of organized labor the party
collapsed.

and organizations, including the Railroad Brotherhoods,
Farmer-Labor Party, the Non-partisan League, the Committee of 48, the Church League for Democracy, the National

[ An article in the November issue will. follow Rev
Muste's career from 1925-1967.J

p 109).

In 1924 the Conference for Progressive Political Action

..
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